NetScore

WMS Mobile
For NetSuite

NetScore WMS Mobile For NetSuite transforms small
to mid-market wholesale distribution companies with
cloud technology that streamlines shipments, receiving
items and inventory management. NetScore WMS
Mobile, seamlessly integrated with the industry-leading
NetSuite ERP cloud platform, improves workflow
efficiency of warehouse process and increases customer
satisfaction.
Powerful Inventory Management & Mobile
Flexibility
NetScore WMS Mobile is a groundbreaking mobile app
that combines leading technologies such as NetSuite
and mobile devices to create an innovative solution that
delivers both powerful inventory management and
mobile flexibility. NetScore WMS Mobile turns an
ordinary mobile device into a robust mobile barcode
scanner that is directly connected to your inventory and
warehouse data across your entire enterprise - all in
real-time.
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Our inventory process was previously inefficient, cumbersome, and inaccurate. Using NetSuite
and the NetScore WMS Mobile Application together has greatly helped us move forward
and begin to grow our business. Our company goals of being more efficient, accuracy of
inventory, and better customer service are moving forward through this joint solution.

Diana Roderick
Alco Sales Home Hardware
www.netscoretech.com

NetScore WMS Mobile for NetSuite
Benefits

Features

Compatible with iOS and Android Devices
Supports iOS and Android devices. Works with your
barcode scanners and wireless printers along with
square readers.

NetScore WMS Mobile supports items with or
without bins and serial & lot numbered items.
The app works well in your warehouse with a full
complement of features that include:

Warehouse Operations
Improve Order Accuracy

Shipments (Pick, Pack & Ship)

Ensures that the correct items are fulfilled and
received. Eliminates manual entry of Lot and Serial
numbers.

Increase Employee Efficiency
Eliminates multiple manual steps and makes it a
single step scanning process to improve both
efficiency and productivity.

Item Receipts
Provides fast and efficient way of receiving
inventory (from Purchase orders, Transfer Orders
and Customer Returns) into your warehouse.
Item labels can be printed after receiving the
inventory. For bin items, inventory can be
received to a default bin.

Quick Installation
Installs quickly from the Apple App Store and
Google Play Store. Setup is easy and user-friendly.
You will be up and running in minutes.
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Item Description
BDF KT107 is a
perfect 3G Phablet..

BDF KT107 3G
Phablet

BDF KT107 is a
perfect 3G Phablet..

CAB00002

4-Drawer 30 Lateral
File Cabinet...

CAB00002

4-Drawer 30- Lateral
File Cabinet...

CAB00002

4-Drawer 30- Lateral
File Cabinet...

Beoplay H4 wireless
Ear Headphones

BeoPLAY by Bang
& Olufsen.....
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PURCHASE ORDER
BIN TRANSFER

Tracking Number

INVENTORY COUNT
TRANSFER ORDERS
BIN PUTAWAY

SUBMIT

Provides an efficient way of shipping inventory
out of your warehouse with pick, pack and ship
functionality. Orders can be picked based on
item or order. Shipping Labels can also be
generated for easy accessibility.

Quick Demo

Manage your inventory in different locations
from anywhere at any time. Our approval process
for inventory adjustment will provide additional
validation before posting the adjustment.
Inventory Count
Simultaneously runs inventory count and
inventory management (receiving & shipping
process). Supports approval for inventory count.
Bin Transfers
Helps the user to quickly transfer the bin
quantity between bins of the same location.
Auto allocation of bins can be done based on
predefined rules.
Bin Put Away
Auto allocation of preferred bin or bulk allocation
of bins for items can be done along with the
standard process of Bin Put Away.
Item Lookup
Provides an in-depth overview of your inventory
in real-time and insights into your stock of items.
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